Cleavage fracture modelling for RPV steels: Discrete model for collective behaviour of micro-cracks
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ABSTRACT

The ability to predict variations in cleavage fracture toughness behaviour of ferritic RPV steels, accounting for the effects of irradiation and defect geometry, is vital to safety assessment and life extension decisions. Local approaches to cleavage fracture offer a promising methodology to accomplish such calculations. However, the limited progress achieved by improving the local failure probability expression suggests that the methodology for calculating global cleavage might not be adequately representing real material. The basis for the existing methodology is the weakest-link assumption that all individual failure events are independent and non-interacting. Here an approach is considered which utilises a microstructure-informed model incorporating the experimental knowledge needed to postulate deterministic criteria for particle rupture and micro-crack propagation, whilst accounting for the probabilistic distribution of particle sizes. This is then used in a lattice model that can help detail the evolution of the formation of micro-cracks on global failure, therefore inferring the suitability of the weakest-link assumption. Predicting the probability of cleavage fracture requires such models, as the macroscopic cleavage phenomenon is governed by a number of micro-structural features.

The material microstructure is represented by a regular lattice of truncated octahedral cells forming a computational site-bond model, with sites located at the cell centres and connected by two distinct sets of bonds. These bonds are modelled with structural beam elements, which represent all the possible relative deformations between coordinated sites. Particles of various sizes are distributed in the bonds, based on an experimentally determined distribution of cleavage initiating particles in RPV steel (Euro Material A). Although only elastic deformations are considered here, the results demonstrate that the interactions between individual failure events could potentially have a strong effect on the way global failure is reached.

Nucleation of micro-cracks by rupturing second-phase particles affects their subsequent formation. In particular, it was found that once formed there is a reduced probability of further development of micro-cracks at particles outside the crack planes and an enhanced probability of formation at particles along the crack planes. This will therefore influence the distribution of micro-crack sizes that could in principle be used to calculate the global probability of failure, and could lead to substantially different distributions of particle sizes, then used in the current local approach methods.
INTRODUCTION

Cleavage fracture, a catastrophic failure mode that can occur in a range of structural materials, is caused by the rapid propagation of a micro-crack in the vicinity of a macroscopic flaw. It is now commonly accepted that, in ferritic steels, the origin of such micro-cracks is the rupturing of second-phase particles, predominantly carbides [1–4]. The particles present in steels differ in type, size and are distributed randomly in the volume [5]. These are typically elastic-brittle and, according to the current understanding, can rupture when overloaded by the plastically deforming matrix [1, 2]. Hence, this limits the region where micro-cracks can form to the plastic zone ahead of the macroscopic flaw. The magnitudes and locations of the formed micro-cracks correspond to the sizes and positions of the initiating particles. Once the load on a component containing a macroscopic flaw increases, cleavage failure can occur given a critical combination of micro-crack size and matrix stress, and strain. This requires that a micro-crack of a specific size is formed or found at a spatial location where stresses are sufficient to cause rapid propagation. Reaching this critical combination does not preclude the formation of micro-cracks at reduced loads. The random distribution of particle sizes in the volume, and subsequent potential micro-crack sizes, dictate the statistical nature of the cleavage fracture observed experimentally and reflected in the engineering Master Curve approach [6].

Computational modelling of cleavage processes must incorporate experimental knowledge and postulate deterministic criteria for particle rupture and micro-crack propagation, whilst accounting for the probabilistic distribution of particle sizes. Simulations can be performed with distributions of particle sizes at random spatial locations to derive a single fracture toughness value as the lower limit for given particle density. However, such a process is computationally demanding given the related plastic zone sizes involved in practical problems. Hence, existing models utilise a local approach methodology. The deterministic criteria for rupture and propagation are integrated into an expression for a critical particle (micro-crack) size in a given mechanical field. Thus, for a given load on a component containing a microscopic flaw, a critical size is defined for each location within the plastic zone ahead of the defect. This region is probabilistically distributed with an experimentally determined number density of particles. Experimental size distribution determines the probability of finding a particle larger than the given critical size. Hence, at each spatial location the model assigns a probability of local failure dependent on this predetermined critical size: relating directly to the local mechanical fields. Summation of all probabilities over the current plastic zone determines the global probability of failure.

Several local approach methods for assessing end-of-life fracture toughness of ferritic steels have been previously examined [7]. These approaches use different expressions to determine local probability of failure and a common methodology for accumulating such values into a global probability of failure. Updated expressions, to derive the individual probability of failure, account for the evolution in understanding over the last 25 years of the effects of stress, plastic strain and stress triaxiality on micro-crack formation and propagation. The existing methods assume that the individual failure events in a component are independent.

In all methods the summation of local probabilities over the plastic zone ahead of a macro-crack was based on the assumption that global failure is a weakest-link event. Existing methods fail to predict with sufficient accuracy and consistency the effects of temperature, irradiation and defect geometry on experimentally obtained fracture toughness values given common calculation parameters [7]. Furthermore, the methods are not able to predict the temperature dependence of fracture toughness in the ductile-to-brittle transition (DTBT) regime, despite disregarding constraint and irradiation effects [7].

A conceivable reason for these difficulties was that expressions for local probability of failure are functions of the local mechanical fields but not of the initiator size. This size dependence has been demonstrated experimentally and formed the first proposal for local probability as a function of both mechanical fields and initiator size [8]. A lack of size dependence in the approaches examined in [7] leads to significantly different predictions for the positions of critical initiators in a given stress field from those seen experimentally. Therefore, a new micro-mechanically based expression for calculating local probability of failure as a function of initiator size and local mechanical fields was developed in [7]. The new model yielded better predictions for the positions of critical initiators than the previous methods when compared to limited published experimental data [9]. When combined with the weakest-link statistics for global failure it produced an improvement in the predictions for temperature, irradiation and constraint effects on fracture toughness [10, 11]. It is however noted that under higher levels of plasticity, particularly at lower constraints, the model predictions for cleavage probability are still unsatisfactory. It is also under such conditions that an increased distribution of micro-cracks is more likely and the suitable use of the weakest-link summation less clear.

Work is presented to support the conjecture that defect interactions could have substantial effect on cleavage fracture calculations. The results presented are not able to explicitly show that global failure is not a weakest-link event. Rather, they demonstrate that interaction effects have the potential to alter the methodology for calculating global failure probability from the exiting weakest-link assumption. Although, this implicitly invalidates the weakest-link theory, it can still be used as a valid approximation when interactions are negligible, e.g. at low plastic strains. At increased plastic strains, fracture toughness predictions begin to deviate from the Master Curve, rendering the weakest-link theory deficient.
in predicting global failure, such as with temperature changes.

MODEL METHODOLOGY

The material studied is an RPV 22NiMoCr37 ferritic steel known as Euro Material A, also used as the subject case in [7], for which we have the mechanical and fracture toughness properties. The model is based on an experimentally determined density and distribution of cleavage initiating particles in Material A [12]. Metallographic examination of provided a density of particles, \( \rho = 7.6 \times 10^{17} \text{ m}^{-3} \). Furthermore, it provides a probability of particle sizes which was incorporated within a Weibull-type statistical analysis Eqn. (1); with \( \beta = 2.7 \) being the shape parameter, and \( r_0 = 0.036 \mu m \) being the scale parameter representing the mean particle size.

\[
f(r) = \frac{\beta}{r_o} \left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^{-\beta - 1} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{r}{r_0} \right)^{-\beta} \right]
\]

The expression for the probability of particle failure is based on experimental observations that demonstrate this probability depends not only on the mechanical fields but also on the particle size, in a similar methodology to that adopted by the WST model [13]. The rationale is that larger particles have a higher probability of failure than smaller particles under equal mechanical conditions. Hence, Eqn. (1) is pertinent in determining particle size and distribution data which forms the bases of the lattice model failure criterion. This advances previous models used to describe the mechanism of micro-crack formation [9]. The particles are assumed to be elastic-brittle with elastic constants equal to those of the matrix as a first approximation.

The material was modelled at the meso-scale; the length scale most relevant to the mechanism of microscopic failure or micro-crack formation. This mechanism is associated with the presence of particles that behave as failure initiators within the material. A physical region of the material ahead of a crack tip can be structured into cells, such that particles (failure initiators) are distributed at the boundaries between the cells. We sought to construct a regular model of the microstructure based on previous works; carefully selecting the correct cell shape and orientation which suitably represents real materials. Monte Carlo studies relating to properties of three-dimensional Poisson-Voronoi tessellations of space, provide insight into the shape selection [14]. According to these studies, the average cell shape and coordination is closest to the truncated octahedron, which can fill the space compactly and regularly. This solid is bounded by six squares and eight regular hexagons, Fig. (1). Subsequently this unit cell is used to construct a computational site-bond model.

The sites from each set are connected by bonds to the neighbouring six sites of the same set and to the adjoining eight sites of the other set, Fig. (2).

The site-bond model is constructed using two types of bond, denoted \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), with lengths \( L_1 = L \) and \( L_2 = \sqrt{3}L/2 \), respectively, where \( L \) is the unit cell size, i.e. see Fig. (2). The bonds are modelled as structural beam elements, assuming local isotropy, with circular cross-sections and two distinct radii \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) respectively. It is possible to alter the stiffness coefficients of each type of bond independently, making the model sufficiently variable to represent any predefined macroscopic elastic behaviour [15]. Thus the stiffness coefficients of the two types of bonds are dependent on the ratios \( R_1/L \), \( R_2/L \) and \( G_b/E_b \), where \( E_b \) is the modulus of elasticity and \( G_b \) the modulus of rigidity of the bonds. As discussed, the material selected for analysis is a ferritic steel. Typical values for the macroscopic elastic properties are modulus of elasticity \( E = 200 \text{ GPa} \) and Poissons ratio \( \nu = 0.3 \). The linear elastic behaviour of this material is represented by the site-bond model with the following bond properties in Tab. (1). Further details of this modelling methodology and site-bond tuning can be found in [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( R_1/L )</th>
<th>( R_2/L )</th>
<th>( G_b/E_b )</th>
<th>( \nu )</th>
<th>( E_b ) (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1936483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model is currently developed to represent the elastic behaviour of the material. Thus, upon loading, the sites experience the forces from the linearly elastic responses of adjacent bonds. Sites have six independent degrees of freedom: three translational and three rotational. Correspondingly, the bonds are capable of transferring axial and shear forces, and torsion and bending moments. A particle positioned in a bond is allowed to fail either
in tension, forming a Mode I micro-crack, or in shear, forming a Mode II micro-crack. The criterion for particle failure is based on a critical value of the strain energy density associated with either opening or sliding penny-shaped cracks. These strain energy densities are given respectively in Eqn.(2) and Eqn.(3) [16]

\[ \Delta E_i = \frac{4(1-v)}{3\mu} \sigma_i^2 r^3 \]  
\[ \Delta E_{ii} = \frac{8(1-v)}{3(2-v)} \mu \sigma_i^2 r^3 \]

where \( \mu \) and \( v \) are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, \( r \) is the particle size and \( \sigma_i, \sigma_0 \) are the normal and shear stresses acting on the particle from a given bond. Hence, it is assumed that a crack may form if one of the expressions Eqn.(2) and (3) reaches a critical value for a given combination of crack sizes and stresses.

The model used for the simulation reported here occupies the region \( (10L, 10L, 10L) \) with respect to a coordinate system \( (X_1, X_2, X_3) \) orientated along the principal axes of the cell. This provides the model with 1729 individual particles that can be strained and critical bonds subsequently removed from the system following failure. It should be noted that this arrangement is surrounded by a framework through which prescribed displacements are applied to the model; the bonds of this surrounding are not removable.

The model behaviour is purely elastic and so magnitudes of the applied loads can be treated as arbitrary. Once a load is applied, the strain energy densities in all particles associated with their sizes and the stresses from the bonds are placed in descending order. The combination of a particle and a bond that provide the largest potential for energy release upon cracking gives the critical bond in the system. This bond is then removed from the system and a new solution is obtained. The new result can begin from the same external load as previously described due to the assumed elastic behaviour. Thus the evolution of damage (micro-cracks) in the system is found as a sequence of equilibrium solutions with consecutively removed bonds one per simulation step.

At each simulation step, \( i \), the model is subjected to fixed macroscopic strains along one or more of the axis, \( \epsilon_m \) via prescribed displacements. The corresponding macroscopic stresses, \( \sigma_m \), are determined from the reaction forces. These macroscopic stresses vary with the accumulation of micro-cracks, producing changes in the elastic modulus of the material. Such alterations are characterised by a damage parameter, \( D = 1 - E'/E \), where \( E = \sigma^0/\epsilon^0 = 200 \text{GPa} \) is the initial elastic modulus of the material and \( E' = \sigma'/\epsilon' \), is the current modulus. Thus, the sequence of elastic solutions performed at arbitrary magnitude of the external load provides an evolution of an important relation between mechanical properties of the damage in the system measured as the relative change of the modulus of elasticity.

The real stress-strain curve, corresponding to the failure events at the simulation steps, can be obtained upon prescribing a particular critical value for the strain energy density associated with crack formation. This determines the macroscopic stress and strain at which a particular failure event has occurred. Hence, the results from the simulation steps in terms of bond stresses are used to ‘cut-back’ the arbitrary applied load to the point of failure for each step. The macroscopic stress-strain behaviour of the material is therefore represented by the sequence \( \epsilon', \sigma' \) of cut-back stresses and strains. Consequently, the current version of the model considers only elastic behaviour. Therefore the effects of temperature or irradiation on the collective behaviour of micro-cracks could not be studied. These effects are predominantly mediated by changes in the yield and flow properties, which are not currently implemented. However, an approach to include plasticity is under development and will be reported in a future publication.

**RESULTS**

Four separate cases of varying macroscopic crack tip constraint were considered with corresponding T-stress values. Tab. (2) provides a summary of the cases studied. These T-stress values represent analyses undertaken on three-point bend specimens [17]. Negative (compressive) values serve to reduce the crack-tip constraint, increasing the apparent fracture toughness. The corresponding T-stress values were implemented into the model by introducing displacements, \( u_1, u_2 \), in the principal directions, \( X_1, X_2 \), respectively. A number of aspects were considered, including analysis of the mechanical characteristics of the model under loading, damage onset and probability of failure.
TABLE 2. TABLE OF RELATIVE STRAINS AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR EACH OF THE T-STRESS CASES CONSIDERED [17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-Stress ($T/\sigma = 0.0$)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_1/\varepsilon$</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_2/\varepsilon$</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.375</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for both individual and collective behaviour. The relationship between the onset of macroscopic damage and stress $\sigma_{22}$ or strain $\varepsilon_{22}$ is predicted by the model and shown in Figs. (3) and (4), respectively. The macroscopic damage parameter, $D$, is shown to increase in both plots for decreasing constraint values of $T/\sigma$. However, the peak stress $\sigma_{22}$ in the principal loading direction for the most constrained case, $T/\sigma = 0.0$, is significantly larger than the least constrained case, $T/\sigma = -1.5$. A similar trend can be seen when comparing the initial constrained case with the remaining negative T-stress cases, such that there is a marked increase in macroscopic damage and a significant reduction of the main applied strain, $\varepsilon_{22}$. Cases 2-4 show similar features, with increasing values for maximum damage. Since the comparison is made for equivalent number of failure events in all loading cases, the reduced constraint is equivalent to increasing the damage required to reach this number of failures. Assuming this value produces global failure of the assembly, the reduced constraint cases need more damage to be produced prior to failure, which will occur at lower principal stress and higher principal strain. This interpretation demonstrates the expected behaviour of cracked geometries with various constraints. The results presented, show the model was capable of reproducing the expected mechanical behaviour of the material in the elastic regime and at different constraint conditions.

Given the simplicity of the model; utilising only the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio to calibrate the elastic properties of the bonds and an experimental particle size distribution for this material to obtain distributions of failure strengths of these bonds, the results obtained are promising. The development of damage is found to be exclusively due to Mode I micro-cracks emerging normal or inclined to the applied load. The linear behaviour prior to failure is reproduced, and non-linearity increases with the progression of damage. Simulations with different surface energies were performed. These demonstrated that model is also able to predict the increase in work needed to overcome particles of higher surface energies. Although there is a noticeable difference in the applied strain $\varepsilon_{22}$ between $T/\sigma = 0.0$ and the other three cases, there is little change in maximum applied strain between the negative T-stress cases. However, a marked change in the applied stress $\sigma_{22}$ can be observed, demonstrating that there is adequate variation between the cases for further study of the model.

For the current model, there is no simple method to define the point of global failure for the assembly. Such a point will depend on the entire structure of accumulated damage, including the formed isolated or linked micro-cracks. Presently, a simplified study to infer the interaction effects between micro-cracks can be considered. Each of the particles in the assembly is attached a local probability of failure according to its size and the stresses acting on the particle in the undamaged state of the assembly. Note that these individual probabilities of failure could be exploited if a local approach were applied to calculate global

FIGURE 3. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRESS $\sigma_{22}$ AND MACROSCOPIC DAMAGE FOR THE FOUR T-STRESS CASES.

FIGURE 4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRAIN $\varepsilon_{22}$ AND MACROSCOPIC DAMAGE FOR THE FOUR T-STRESS CASES.
FIGURE 5. CHANGES IN PERCENTAGE PROBABILITY OF PARTICLE FAILURE WITH DAMAGE FOR $T/\sigma = 0.0$.

FIGURE 6. CHANGES IN PERCENTAGE PROBABILITY OF PARTICLE FAILURE WITH DAMAGE FOR $T/\sigma = -0.5$.

FIGURE 7. CHANGES IN PERCENTAGE PROBABILITY OF PARTICLE FAILURE WITH DAMAGE FOR $T/\sigma = -1.0$.

FIGURE 8. CHANGES IN PERCENTAGE PROBABILITY OF PARTICLE FAILURE WITH DAMAGE FOR $T/\sigma = -1.5$.

probability of failure. In the model employed, after each failure event the probabilities of rupture of all remaining particles can be recalculated using the new redistributed stresses and strains. This has been performed for the results with the four cases studied and several important observations are reported below. Results relate the percentage of particles with increased, reduced and unchanged probability as a function of macroscopic damage. Maximum percentage increase and reduction in failure probability, are also considered, with the onset of macroscopic damage.

Figs. (5) to (8) show the percentage of particles in the model ($N_p, N_m, N_o$) which have increased, decreased or seen no change in the probability of failure, respectively, in relation to the corresponding macroscopic damage parameter, $D$, for the individual $T$-stress cases. There is a marked reduction in the number of particles which show an increased probability of failure as the model becomes continuously damaged; suggesting that increased damage (formation of micro-cracks) produces a reduction in bond failure. This is confounded by the increase in the number of particles with reduced probability of failure within the model, given the onset of macroscopic damage. Furthermore, aside from the initial stages of damage evolution, there are few particles with unchanged probability of failure. The number of these is practically zero for $D > 0.01$. Hence, even at low levels damage and the subsequent formation of micro-cracks has direct effect upon all particles in the system.

The $T$-stress cases, $T/\sigma = -0.5, -1.0, -1.5$, show identical trends but with differing final microscopic damage values associated with 50% of failed particles. However, the $T/\sigma = 0.0$ case does not display the same characteristics. The point at which increased and decreased probability percentage failure of particles
intersects is at a higher macroscopic damage level, than that of the other three cases. Suggesting, that under lower constraint the effect of macroscopic damage has a greater significance on the probability of failure of bonds within the model. However, the effect upon probability of particle failure plateaus as $N_p \to 0\%$ and $N_m \to 100\%$, before the maximum damage parameter is met.

A more succinct comparison of the effect of both damage and T-stress upon probability of particle failure can be seen in Figs. (9) and (10). Fig. (9) shows the greatest increase of probability of particle failure for each of the T-stress cases. The most constrained case, $T/\sigma = 0.0$, has distinct characteristics when compared to the other three cases. Probability of increase in particle failure reaches a peak of around 80% with the onset of damage. Cases with lower constraint show similar trends with respect to the increase of failure probability with a maximum at around 40%. The presence of a peak in the increase of failure probability at approximately the same global damage for all cases suggests that this condition might be used in the future to define the point of global failure probability. The reduction in the apparent maximum failure probability after the peak suggests that the microstructure has exhausted its resistance potential.

Fig. (10) shows the greatest reduction in the probability of particle failure for each of the T-stress cases. There is a distinct trend of an increasing reduction of particle failure probability with reduced constraint. The most noticeable difference comes from a direct comparison between the three negative T-stress cases and that of the highest constraint. Clearly lowering the constraint leads to increased reduction in the probability of failure, which could reach around -80-90%.

The results presented support the conjecture that the interaction between micro-cracks could have a significant effect on the approach to global failure. It was observed, but not shown graphically here, that the maximum increases in the failure probabilities were always found at particles situated next to and on the plane of previously formed micro-cracks. While maximum reductions in the failure probabilities were found at particles situated next to but normally inclined to previously formed micro-cracks on parallel planes.

**DISCUSSION**

Predicting the probability of cleavage fracture requires microstructure-informed models, as the macroscopic phenomenon is governed by a number of microstructural features; such as grain sizes and orientations and second-phase particle sizes and distributions. Engineering models consider the material as a continuum and must define an expression for individual failure probability at a material point and a methodology for calculating the probability of cleavage from the individual probabilities in a continuum. The microstructural information required in continuum models is therefore: (i) the probability density of particle sizes to provide individual failure probabilities dependent on local mechanical fields; and (ii) the number density of particles to provide scaling for the global probability of failure.

The limited progress achieved by improving the local failure probability expression suggested that the methodology for calculating global cleavage might not be representing the material response adequately. The basis for the existing methodology is the weakest-link assumption that all individual failure events are independent and non-interacting. As a result, the following scenario is the foundation of current methodology:

- For given constant stress and strain tensors within a material volume the criteria for particle rupture and micro-crack propagation in a particular local approach model will deter-
mine a critical particle size.

- The probability density of particle sizes will then provide a local probability of failure as the cumulative probability of finding a particle of larger size.
- Size of the material volume and the number density of particles determine the sum of particles larger than the critical size within the volume.
- As interactions are not considered, all of these particles contribute to the summation over the volume.
- Thus potentially, all particles larger than the critical size found in the volume are considered as micro-cracks with equal failure probability.

This scenario corresponds to a typical calculation based on finite element analysis, where the material volume with constant stresses and strains is either the whole finite element, for elements with linear interpolation, or the volume of one integration point, for elements with higher-order interpolation. More importantly, the same process is then repeated for summing up the elemental failure probability over the plastic zone to obtain the global probability of failure. At this level the failures of elements are again considered as independent events.

Although the proposed model still assumes elastic behaviour, the proper mechanical response of the system could be reproduced under several cases with variable constraint. This includes stress-strain non-linearity emerging solely from the formation and interaction of micro-cracks in the system and the development of macroscopic damage. It was shown that lower constraint cases require increasingly larger damage to be produced in order to reach global assembly failure, which would occur at increasingly higher remote strains and progressively lower remote stresses. Moreover, the nucleation of micro-cracks in the system affected practically all particles remaining intact, by altering their probability of failure. After little damage, the number of particles with unchanged failure probability reduced to zero. Whilst the remaining set of particles experienced either increased or reduced probability of failure.

The increase of maximum particle failure probability was most pronounced at highest constraint and decreased with a corresponding reduction in constraint. Thus, particles could experience up to 80% increase of failure probability at high constraint and up to 40-50% at lower constraint. This correlates well with the experimental knowledge for the constraint effect. The opposite was seen for the maximum decrease of the particle failure probability. In this case, the effect of constraint was most pronounced, as the lowest constrained case considered showed up to 90% reduction in the probability of failure of some particles. Once again the expected behaviour at low constraint conditions is encountered, where larger loads are needed to cause global failure.

SUMMARY

In summary, the results from the discrete micro-mechanical model, even at this early stage of development with elastic behaviour and simple failure criterion, provided support for the conjecture that micro-crack interaction effects need to be accounted for in a future methodology for predicting cleavage fracture toughness.

This work demonstrated that the nucleation of micro-cracks by rupturing second-phase particles affects the subsequent micro-crack formation. In particular, formed micro-cracks reduce the probability of formation of micro-cracks at particles outside the crack planes and enhance the probability of formation of micro-cracks at particles along the crack planes. This affects the distribution of micro-cracks sizes that should in principle be used to calculate the global probability of failure. The micro-cracks could be substantially different from the distribution of particle sizes used in the current local approach methods. Strictly, these observations are valid for the elastic-brittle behaviour of beams used in the study. Further investigation with elastic-plastic material model will be carried out to support them. It is not clear at present, whether the interaction effects can be explicitly accounted for in an improved expression for local failure probability or in a novel methodology for global probability calculations. More experimental and modelling work is needed to gain a better understanding of these effects and possibly derive an advanced local approach method.

The discrete lattice model used in this work offers an advantageous way of modelling distributed damage, i.e. the behaviour of a population of micro-cracks. However, the model needs to be further advanced and there are a number of points that need to be considered in this development. Firstly, the behaviour of the bonds needs to be elastic-plastic, which will allow studies of materials with different yield and hardening behaviour, in particular ferritic steels at different temperature and irradiation regimes. Secondly, the criterion for particle failure/micro-crack formation needs to be based on the strain and stress tensors at sites representing particles. This can be deduced from all forces in the adjacent bonds. Currently the failure is considered as being induced by each of these bonds in isolation. Thirdly, a criterion for global failure needs to be postulated as a function of the structure of the micro-cracks population. Nonetheless, the model shows an ability to provide further insight to the local mechanisms in the DTBT regime.
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